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Department:  Joint Ventures & Business Development Executive Office 
 
Position Title:  Manager - Financial Planning and Gaming Analytics 
 
Job Description:  

 Provide independent views regarding the gaming floor performance and the trend of table market in 
Macau 

 Review and validate KPI data, interpret prevailing trends and prepare reports for management review 

 Assist in data-mining and statistical analysis in the gaming field 

 Prepare and present monthly competitor analysis reports 

 Analyze Grand Lisboa’s performance against all competitors and Macau industry 

 Review and perform cost benefit analysis feasibility study related to projects and /or programs 

 Tracking of new projects’ performance, prepare performance reports for management review 

 Analyze a variety of issues on an ad hoc basis as requested by management 

 Supervise, train and provide guidance to Senior Financial Analyst and Financial Analyst 
 

Job Requirement:  
 Bachelor Degree in related field is required 

 5 years analytical experience in planning or finance is preferred 

 Advanced skills in Microsoft Office (Access, Excel, Word, PowerPoint) 

 Good knowledge of Strategic Planning, Casino Marketing Campaign Planning and Database Marketing 

 Understanding and working experience with Visual  

 Basic, SQL, Cognos, SPSS, SAS , or other statistical packages are preferred 

 Strong attention to detail, organizational and time management skills 

 Excellent interpersonal, customer service, communication, team building, and problem solving skills 

 Proficient in spoken and written English and Chinese 

 Work independently, be self-motivated and able to handle more than one function at a time by being 
well organized 

 Get along with fellow employees and work as a team 

 Willing and able to work extended shifts, weekends, holidays 
 
 
Interested parties, please apply via: 

 Email the detailed resume to careers@macausjm.com 

 Recruitment Hotline 68827060 / 68827117 / 68827118 
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Department:  Joint Ventures & Business Development Executive Office 

 
Position Title:  Analyst - Financial Planning and Gaming Analytics 
 
Job Description:  

 Analyze business trends and KPIs related to gaming performance, customer behavior and casino 
behavior  

 Implements analytical approaches and methodologies and assists in the interpretation of positive 
business results  

 Developing and enhancing database/data warehouse and BI 

 Assist Senior Analyst to create daily, weekly, monthly tactical and analytical report to management for 
use in decision making and strategic planning 

 Identify opportunities to optimize the business through analytics and statistical modeling 

 Prepare dashboard and performance summary to monitor the market trend 

 Assist in data-mining and maintaining the data warehouse 

 Manage Ad-hoc projects on business needs 

 Interact with department and team members, management, and contractors professionally and 
positively 

 Performs other related duties as assigned 
 

Job Requirement:  
 Bachelor degree in hospitality, gaming, statistics, finance, computer science or mathematics is 

preferred 

 Any certification related statistics preferred 

 Relevant work experience is an advantage 

 Proficiency in Microsoft Office, SAL and SQL 

 Proficient in both written and spoken Chinese and English 

 Ability to analyze data and make recommendations 
 
 
 
 
Interested parties, please apply via: 

 Email the detailed resume to careers@macausjm.com 

 Recruitment Hotline 68827060 / 68827117 / 68827118 


